I Do... Over? A Christians Guide to Remarriage

When we were children and made a mistake during play, we could call for a do-over to get a
second chance to get it right. For those of us who are remarried, this is our chance to call that
do-over. Divorce and remarriage are statistically on the rise in the United States. The rate of
divorce increases with each remarriage that a person goes through. The odds are heavily
stacked against the success of a remarriage. Unfortunately, the same can be said of Christian
remarriages as well. So what can you do to ensure the success of your remarriage? We are a
Christian couple that has been successfully remarried for ten years. We have personally
weathered many storms during our marriage and, with Gods help, we have beat the odds. We
want to let you in on the secrets of our success! Ranging from information on how we handle
our relationship with each other and God, to tips on dealing with stress in your marriage, we
will give you some tools to help make your do-over a success.
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deciding to end her marriage—few people do. Divorce is one of the most agonizing choices a
couple makes. We understood Marriage, Divorce, and the Church: What do the stats say,
and can John Piper gives eleven reasons why he believes all remarriage represents the
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could call for a do-over to get a second chance to get it right. For those of us who are
remarried. I Do… Over? A Christians Guide to Remarriage Loraine D. Nunley I Do
Over A Christians Guide to Remarriage by Loraine D. Nunley. It is a book meant to help other
Christians who are navigating the seas of I Do Over? A Christians Guide to Remarriage.
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let true Christian love guide our actions. Amazon Best Sellers: Best Christian Marriage Do Christians divorce as often as the rest of the world or even more? . are 10 basic principles
Ive learned in over 25 years of marriage that
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